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We are here

Timeline

MULTI-ACTOR ALLIANCE 
BUILDING & FULL VALUE 

AGREEMENTS 

TECHNICAL COMPONENT: 
COCOA & AGROFORESRTY



Agenda

• 2 Plenary sessions

• 2 videos (Amazon, Dominican 
Republic)

• 1 Break out session



Smallholders in the cocoa sector

Billions 
of  consumers

5.5 millions cocoa smallholder farmers worldwide

And livelihoods for 40 to 50 million farmers, rural workers 
and their families

10 main chocolate brands

5 cocoa bean processors
own circa 60% of the grinding market

Sources:
“Cocoa production in a nutshell”, Make Chocolate Fair
“Les chaînes de valeur agricoles au défi de la biodiversité : l’exemple du cacao-chocolat
Frédéric Amiel, Yann Laurans, Alexandre Muller (Iddri) »



How to watch the video

If you want subtitles in your language, click the CC button.

Si desea subtítulos en su idioma, haga clic en el botón CC.

Si vous souhaitez des sous-titres dans votre langue, cliquez sur le bouton CC. 
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Harvest of group work
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Why working with smallholders? 

To diversify and to keep cocoa genetic heritage 

• Sourcing
• Varieties

To adjust total production quantity to market demand

To scale-up social impact & protect family farming

"Nacional" cacao variety from Orecao Project, 
in Ecuador ©Kinomé 2019

To have a good landscape approach and traceability 

To know where the production comes from in the landscape. It is
easier to train producers in good practices (land zoning...) if they are
organized, structured and the interlocutors are clearly identified.



Working with smallholders: key models
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• Variety of 
organizations, 
frequently 
including 
statutory bodies

• Can develop 
from the 
centralized or 
nucleus estate 
models

• Entrepreneurs 
or small 
companies

• Informal 
production 
contracts

• Greater risk of 
extra-
contractual 
marketing

• Centralized processor 
buying from a large 
number of small farmers

• Vertically coordinated, 
tight quality control

• Sponsors' involvement 
varies from input 
provision to the control 
of most production 
aspects

• The sponsor also manages a 
central estate or plantation

• The central estate is usually used 
to guarantee throughput for the 
processing plant 

• Significant provision of material 
and management inputs, 
outgrowers supply only labor

• Sponsor in subcontracting linkages with 
farmers to intermediaries

• There is a danger that the sponsor loses 
control of production and quality as well 
as prices received by farmers



Think 
local

Work 
bottom

-up

Co-create 
with all 

stakeholders

Find a 
market

with 
good 
prices

Working with smallholders: key principles
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• Address farmers real 
needs

• Involve them in 
program design

• Establish solid social baseline 
& risk assessment

• Revisit social issues regularly

• Involve communities, off-
takers, institutions and 
others partners

• Secure markets that valorize 
the story behind the bean
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Andean Cacao
Smallholder model

Webinar - 14 April 2021



A model focusing on quality and equity

Control quality

1

3
Buying wet cacao at 

farmgate

JV with farmers 
associations

4

2
Technical 
assistance Export of fine flavour 

cacao
5

Obtain good premiumsStrengthen capacity

Reduce risks



Reducing  farmers’ vulnerability
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• Dissemination of agroforestry practices

• Renovation of degraded lands

Environmental Impact

Social Impact

• Putting the farmers at the centre of the business 
model 

• Favouring bottom-up approach and capacity 
building of local actors

• Less labour for producers and better prices 

• Link to markets and shorter value chain

• Increase of productivity
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Contact us 

info@andeancacao.com





Living Income: key concepts



Need for having an integrated approach 
of cocoa communities

Security 

Inclusion

Self 
realization

Health

Balance & 
well-being

Access to 
knowledge

Respect
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Conservation

Smallholders

Local communities

LANDSCAPE 
APPROACH



Towards a Living Income roadmap for cocoa farmers

Annual income gap in West Africa = $10 billion US (Mondelēz International & Wageningen University, 2020) 

Increase income
• Cocoa price
• Productivity/minimum 

yield
• Minimum surface
• Diversification of 

household economy

Reduce expenses
• Inputs (best if non-

chemical)
• Cocoa and tree seedlings
• In-kind benefits (e.g. 

health, education)
• Food garden

→Cross-sector sharing of data and learnings 
→ Collaborations
→Multistakeholder initiative at landscape/sector levels





INCOME STRATEGY Notes
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Mars Income Commitment

Everyone working within our extended supply chains should earn 

sufficient income to maintain a decent standard of living. We will 

enable farmers to earn a “living income.” 



Understanding Farmer Incomes in Cocoa Supply Chain
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Poverty is 
multidimensional

Cocoa Farmers operate in a 
complex ecosystem with low 
low levels of enabling 
environments

Farmer Organisation 
Capacity Building

Farm Renovation

Farm 
Diversification

Income 
Diversification

CLMRS

Premium Transparency

Renovation 
Financing

VSLAs

Forest Monitoring & CFI

Responsible 

Cocoa

Sustainable 

Cocoa

GAP



Understanding Farmer Incomes in Cocoa Supply Chain
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Majority of cocoa farming families are in 
a state of poverty. 

At least 50% of farming households in top 3 
major origins (CIV, GHA, IDN) are in poverty 
based on the World Bank poverty line

93% of Households in CIV do not make enough 
to live a ‘decent’ life (Living income benchmark)

Measuring income is challenging in rural 
smallholder contexts due to illiteracy, no 
recordkeeping, conjoined households and 
remoteness 

Source: 2018 Supply chain evaluation using a panel sample of smallholder farmers in our supply
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Mars has conducted household research in GHA, CIV & IDN to understand poverty in our supply 
chain. We are in process of doing similar research in other origins.



Understanding Farmer Incomes in Cocoa Supply Chain
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Majority of cocoa farming families are 
in a state of poverty. 

Cocoa is a major source of income (58-88% 
in CIV, 58-84% in GHA, 31-44% in IDN), 
farming households rely on non-cocoa 
income for cash flow and subsistence.

Given the lack of increasing yields and low 
prices, non-cocoa incomes are important 
levers to improve household incomes & 
create resilience

56%

44%

Indonesia (fam of 5)

42%

58%

CDI (fam of 7)

42%

58%

Ghana (fam of 6)

Non cocoa income Cocoa income

Note : Our supply chain SCEVAL 2018 data shows a much higher rate of dependence on cocoa in 
2018 CDI 88%, Ghana 84% and IDN 31%.

Source 
CDI and Ghana: KIT, Demystifying the cocoa sector (2016/2017 data) 
Indo: Sustainable Food Lab (2016 data) – study conducted for Mars

% of Household Income from Cocoa

Typical household incomes: 
Cocoa Incomes (Production x Price – Cost of Production)
+ Premium + LID (CIV,GHA)
+ Non-cocoa crop income + Non crop income – cost of credit/loans



Understanding Farmer Incomes in Cocoa Supply Chain
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Poverty is multidimensional

We are using living income benchmarks (LIB) as our 
North Star. 

A living income is the net annual income required 
for a family in a particular place to afford a decent 
standard of living for all members of that family. 

The LIB calculates the cost of locally preferred (and 
available) sources of nutrition, housing and 
essentials and scales them to international 
standards from the WHO, UN HABITAT etc.
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Source:
CDI and Ghana: LI benchmark study SFL/ISEAL/GIZ 2018 and KIT, Demystifying the cocoa sector (2016/2017 data) 
Indo: Sustainable Food Lab (2016 data) – study conducted for Mars
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Living Income gap – LIB vs Actual incomes
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Note: country level data in this chart shouldn’t be compared due to exchange rates and other economic data which is not 
comparable. What is relevant is the Gap percentage
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1. VSLAs (GH + CDI)

- Access to savings and loans

- Financial literacy & inclusion

- Entrepreneurship

- Gender equality

- Healthy Families

2. Premium Transparency

• Ensuring farmers receive the correct premium they 
deserve

• Traceability to farmers

3. Digital Financial Inclusion

•Digitization of Premium Payments for transparency
•Supply chain efficiency

•Farmer literacy and access to other financial 
services

4. Good Agri. Practices Maintenance 

• Cocoa Income resilience against declining yields
• Agroforestry

• Payment for Ecosystem Services (CFI)

Building Blocks for 
income resilience

Responsible cocoa 
provides building 
blocks for resilience. 
Components of 
responsible cocoa are 
necessary but not 
sufficient to 
significantly improve 
incomes

Responsible Cocoa: Building blocks to increase income and resilience

Other Crucial 
Elements that 

influence 

incomes

• Farm Gate Price 
(including taxation 
and LID where 
applicable)

• Cost of Production



Sustainable Cocoa: Pilots
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Sustainable cocoa pilots are being designed to help us understand how 
Mars can best help sustainably increase farmer incomes

Minimum Requirement of Income Programs (Mars Inc. NGS):

Builds in Farmer Income Lab Research: What works?

1. Bundling
2. Customizing
3. Connecting
4. Partnering

Learning agenda (How we demonstrate increased incomes)

Crop income 
system 

strengthening

Household income 
system 

strengthening

Supply chain 
system and 

procurement 
strengthening





How to watch the video

If you want subtitles in your language, click the Param.  button.

Si desea subtítulos en su idioma, haga clic en el botón Param.

Si vous souhaitez des sous-titres dans votre langue, cliquez sur le bouton Param.. 



Do you 
have 

questions ?



Success factor
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Ensure a fair price and 
a Decent Life Income*

* The necessary income in a particular place to cover Fundamental and Universal Needs of a person and her or his family.
See appendices for more details.

• Better quality of life for farmers and their 
families

• Ability of farmers to invest time and money 
in their farm

• Farmers fidelity
• High positive impact → social resilience

• Improved farming practices 
• Higher productivity 
• Climate change resilience

• Compliance with international standards
• Bigger volumes
• Climate change resilience and disease risk 

management

Above all, it is essential to understand why agroforestry systems are adopted 
or not by smallholders 

Share best practices 
through quality technical 
assistance and education



Success factor
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Provide services 
enabling quality 

production 

• Higher yields
• Better quality
• Ability to invest for the future

• Quality control
• Improved quality
• Long-term farmers engagement 

• Exercise of their Human Rights 
• Additional income opportunity
• Less rural exodus of youth

• Reduced image risk (land grabbing)

• Increased social resilience

Facilitate access to land



MENTORING SESSIONS

● Personalized and deep mentoring of 
the knowledge and tools learnt in the 
Alliance Building Module.

● Close follow up and guide of each 
country process for a sustainable, 
zero-deforestation cocoa value 
chain.

sessions of hours2
FOR EACH COUNTRY

3



Thank you !

See you on May 5th to exchange about 
« Monitoring, reporting, verification 

early warning systems and Valorization 
& certification »




